RightFind® Shared and Personal Libraries

One convenient workflow for purchasing, organizing, and collaborating on content to drive innovation

Providing researchers with access to published and unpublished content across an enterprise is critical to facilitating collaboration and driving innovation. However, knowledge managers face challenges when trying to simplify content sharing across teams and global geographies. Employees often store content on their individual hard drives, making it impossible to collaborate on content. And, with all this content stored in different tools and locations, how can you be sure everyone across the enterprise has the rights to access and share copyrighted content?

RightFind shared and personal libraries make it easy to store, organize, and collaborate on content within teams and across the enterprise.

RIGHTFIND SHARED AND PERSONAL LIBRARIES

ADVANTAGES

→ Facilitate collaboration within teams
→ Export citations in a few clicks to quickly generate bibliographies
→ Search all content, including full text articles, abstracts, and citations
→ Customize content workflows based on role, e.g. Medical Affairs, Pharmacovigilance
→ Simplify copyright compliance with seamless checking of rights to view content
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- **Document organization** — Save time and get organized by keeping research in one place.
- **Documents storage** — One convenient workflow to purchase, organize, and collaborate on content.
- **Content collaboration** — Share insights across global teams using comments, annotations, and ratings. (Available in shared libraries only)
- **License rights** — Simplify copyright compliance with seamless checking of rights to view content.
- **Citation formatting** — Export citations in nearly 2,000 industry formats to generate bibliographies in just a few clicks.
- **Full text search** — Find the content you want with flexible search options, including full text, abstracts, and citations.
- **Content tagging** — Organize documents by assigning key words so you can quickly find them.
- **Import external citations** — Import citations from PubMed or Ovid on a regular basis to stay up-to-date on the latest research.
- **Share search results** — Send output from search queries of RightFind’s catalog of 110 million citations to a shared library on a single or recurring basis.

RightsDirect provides content workflow, document delivery and rights licensing solutions that allow companies around the world to use, share and store content while simplifying copyright compliance. Working with partners around the world, RightsDirect offers sophisticated solutions tailored to the needs of national and global organizations. RightsDirect is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Copyright Clearance Center based in Amsterdam with presence in Tokyo and Munich.

RIGHTFIND PERSONAL AND SHARED LIBRARIES ARE IDEAL FOR

- Sharing competitive information about a specific product.
- Collaborating on content related to a specific drug, therapeutic, or research area.
- Centralizing and organizing published literature to support a patent submission or regulatory filing.
- Storing documents about Medical Affairs or Marketing for a product to quickly find approved articles.
- Performing literature reviews to support pharmacovigilance activities.